The Tetrahymena ribozyme derived from the self-splicing group I intron binds a 5-splice site analog (S) and guanosine (G), catalyzing their conversion to a 5-exon analog (P) and GA. Herein, we show that binding of guanosine is exceptionally slow, limiting the reaction at near neutral pH. Our results implicate a conformational rearrangement on guanosine binding, likely because the binding site is not prearranged in the absence of ligand. The fast accommodation of guanosine (10 2 to 10 3 ⅐s ؊1 ) and prior structural data suggest local rather than global rearrangements, raising the possibility that folding of this and perhaps other large RNAs is not fully cooperative. Guanosine binding is accelerated by addition of residues that form helices, referred to as P9.0 and P10, immediately 5 and 3 to the guanosine. These rate enhancements provide evidence for binding intermediates that have the adjacent helices formed before accommodation of guanosine into its binding site. Because the ability to form the P9.0 and P10 helices distinguishes the guanosine at the correct 3-splice site from other guanosine residues, the faster binding of the correct guanosine can enhance specificity of 3-splice site selection. Thus, paradoxically, the absence of a preformed binding site and the resulting slow guanosine binding can contribute to splicing specificity by providing an opportunity for the adjacent helices to increase the rate of binding of the guanosine specifying the 3-splice site.
The Tetrahymena ribozyme derived from the self-splicing group I intron binds a 5-splice site analog (S) and guanosine (G), catalyzing their conversion to a 5-exon analog (P) and GA. Herein, we show that binding of guanosine is exceptionally slow, limiting the reaction at near neutral pH. Our results implicate a conformational rearrangement on guanosine binding, likely because the binding site is not prearranged in the absence of ligand. The fast accommodation of guanosine (10 2 to 10 3 ⅐s ؊1 ) and prior structural data suggest local rather than global rearrangements, raising the possibility that folding of this and perhaps other large RNAs is not fully cooperative. Guanosine binding is accelerated by addition of residues that form helices, referred to as P9.0 and P10, immediately 5 and 3 to the guanosine. These rate enhancements provide evidence for binding intermediates that have the adjacent helices formed before accommodation of guanosine into its binding site. Because the ability to form the P9.0 and P10 helices distinguishes the guanosine at the correct 3-splice site from other guanosine residues, the faster binding of the correct guanosine can enhance specificity of 3-splice site selection. Thus, paradoxically, the absence of a preformed binding site and the resulting slow guanosine binding can contribute to splicing specificity by providing an opportunity for the adjacent helices to increase the rate of binding of the guanosine specifying the 3-splice site.
I
n 1894, Fischer proposed that biological recognition could be likened to the fit between a key and lock (1) . More than a century later, this view has been refined to incorporate dynamic aspects of protein structure and function. Indeed, nearly all enzymes appear to undergo some motion in the course of catalysis, often in the form of a loop or domain closure that enhances binding interactions (2) . More extensive conformational reordering can occur in allosteric or signaling proteins, and recently extreme examples of proteins that may have unfolded resting states have been identified (3, 4) . Whereas the modern view of protein structure encompasses these dynamics, a large database of protein structures with and without bound ligand suggests that binding sites are largely preformed in most cases and that closure, if it occurs, provides additional binding interactions (e.g., refs. 5-11).
In contrast, structural studies with many RNAs reveal extensive local reordering of the structure on ligand binding. These conformational transitions include changes in hydrogen bonding as well as base stacking to accommodate the bound ligand; e.g., binding of the arginine ligand to Tar RNA induces formation of a base triple and unstacking of residues in an internal loop to allow interaction with the arginine (12) (13) (14) . The frequent observation of such structural changes on ligand binding to the characterized RNAs (Յ40 nt) has led to the notion that small RNAs have great difficulty in preforming ligand-binding sites (refs. 15-18 and refs. therein) .
Several observations suggested that larger RNA molecules behave more like proteins, with highly preorganized active sites. The group I, group II, and HDV ribozymes as well as tRNA (Ϸ400, 600, 90, and 76 nt, respectively) fold cooperatively, form structures with solvent protected cores, and appear to have active site clefts akin to those observed in protein enzymes (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Thus, it was suggested that larger RNAs, like proteins, could preform ligand-binding sites.
This idea was seemingly supported by chemical footprinting and small-angle x-ray scattering data showing that the overall conformation of the group I ribozyme is the same with or without substrates bound (24, 25, 27, 28) .
Kinetic and thermodynamic studies with group I intron-derived constructs have revealed much about how RNA behaves functionally (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) . In addition, the catalytic reaction provides a sensitive readout for investigation of how RNA behaves structurally (37, 38) . Herein we investigate a slow step of the Tetrahymena ribozyme reaction and show that it corresponds to binding of guanosine. The results provide evidence that the binding site for this substrate is not preformed, uncover a new mechanism for specificity, and suggest that RNA may have an inherent tendency to form local alternative interactions even in the context of a globally folded molecule.
Materials and Methods
Materials. L-21 ScaI ribozyme was prepared as described (36, 39) . L-16 ScaI ribozyme has a 5-nt (GGUUU) 5Ј-extension relative to the L-21 ScaI ribozyme. It was transcribed for 30 min at 30°C with 4 mM MgCl 2 and 2 mM NTPs to minimize self-processing and purified via RNeasy columns (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA). Oligonucleotides were 5Ј-end-labeled with [ 32 P]ATP and purified (39) . 3Ј-End labeling was performed by 5Ј-end labeling 3Ј-AMP (Ap) to yield *Ap (*, 32 P label), which was ligated onto the 3Ј-end of CCCUCUA 5 with T4 RNA ligase, generating SA 5 *Ap. The 3Ј-phosphate was removed with shrimp alkaline phosphatase. Unlabeled oligonucleotides were HPLC purified (36) .
General Kinetic Methods. Unless otherwise noted, all reactions were single turnover with L-21 ScaI or L-16 ScaI ribozyme (E) in excess of trace *S or *P and were carried out at 30°C in 50 mM buffer and 10 mM MgCl 2 . The ribozyme was folded to the active state and reactions were analyzed as described (36, 37, 40) . Reactions with rate constants Ն2 min Ϫ1 were carried out with a rapid quench apparatus (36) (KinTek, Austin, TX).
G is the second-order rate constant for the reaction: E⅐S ϩ G 3 products. Values were determined with four subsaturating G concentrations and E saturating with respect to The following buffers were used: Na-acetate, pH 4.5-5.5; Na-Mes, pH 5.4-6.7; Na-MOPS, pH 6.5-7.9; Na-EPPS, pH 7.9-8.6; and Na-CHES, pH 8.6-10.1. Prior control experiments revealed no buffer-specific effects under analogous conditions (41) . k cat ͞K m values for the G analogs UCG and GGUCG were determined analogously by using 0-5
Pulse-Chase Experiments. E⅐SA 5 *A⅐G was formed at pH 5.7 by adding saturating amounts of G to E⅐SA 5 *A (0.5 mM G, 550 nM E) and waiting 10 s to allow complete G binding. Excess UCG was then added with buffer of the desired pH (Fig. 2 A) . Control experiments confirmed the efficiency of the UCG chase in preventing rebinding of G. The radiolabeled product GA 5 *A or UCGA 5 *A was separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis. The dissociation rate constant for G, k off G , was calculated from fraction GA 5 *A and the rate constant of the chemical step (Eq. 2) at pH values that give significant dissociation and reaction of G.
ϪpKa,app 10 ϪpKa,app ϩ 10 ϪpH .
[2]
The value for k off G was independently determined from pKa app from Eq. 1 and the rate constant for the chemical step. At the pH corresponding to the apparent pKa k off G ϭ k chem , thereby giving half-maximal (k cat ͞K m ) G . The dissociation rate constants for G from these methods agreed within 2-fold.
Determination of k on
GGUCG . The association rate constant for GGUCG was determined in pulse-chase experiments. CCCUCUA was used instead of CCCUCUA 5 to allow stronger binding of UCG and GGUCG (42) . E⅐S was preformed (0.5-2.5 M) at 4°C with S in 10% excess over E, to ensure that essentially all E had S bound. Binding was initiated by addition of *GGUCG and stopped after specified times t 1 by 10-fold dilution with 4.5 M unlabeled GGUCG at pH 8.1 and 30°C (K d GGUCG ϭ 0.4 M). Control experiments confirmed the effectiveness of the chase in preventing rebinding of *GGUCG and in allowing fast reaction of the E⅐S⅐*GGUCG complex that had formed. Plotting the fraction of reacted *GGUCG against t 1 gives a rate constant for GGUCG binding. These rate constants are plotted as a function of E⅐S concentration to obtain the second-order rate constant k on GGUCG from the slope of a linear fit to the data.
UCGAACC . The association rate constant for UCGAAACC was determined analogously to k on GGUCG . The E⅐P complex was formed at pH 6.0 and 4°C (9-21 nM L-16 ScaI, K d P Ͻ 1 nM), with 10% excess of P. *UCGAAACC was then added to allow formation of E⅐P⅐*UCGAAACC. After varying times t 1 , an excess of unlabeled UCGAAACC was added at pH 8.1, and *UCG formation was determined.
Equilibrium Binding Constants for G and G analogs. The affinities of G, GTP, UCG, and GGUCG for the E⅐S complex were determined from the rate constant for cleavage of S with 0-1,000 M G, 0-200 M GTP, 0-200 M UCG, or 0.1-10 M GGUCG by using a deoxyribose substitution at the cleavage site to slow reaction (31, 36 (from the plateau of k cat ͞K m ) and k off GTP ϭ 14 min
Ϫ1
(from k off ϭ K d ͞k on ) were used. At pH 6.0, the rate constants for the forward and reverse chemical step were set to 1.0 and 0.25 min
, respectively (36) , and a log-linear pH dependence with slope one (refs. 36, 41, 43 , and data herein) was used to calculate rates at higher pH.
Determination of K 1͞2
GTP . Reactions were followed via rapid quench (36) by using CCCUCUA 5 and Mg 2ϩ added stoichiometrically to GTP. A small lag in *P formation is expected from rate-limiting G binding but cannot be resolved in our experiments. The experimental and simulated time courses were therefore fit with single exponentials to test the consistency of the data with the kinetic model of rate-limiting G binding (open and closed symbols in Fig.  3B ). Eq. 3, derived for steady-state conditions, was also used to provide an approximate fit to both the experimental and simulated presteady state data for K 1͞2 GTP [pKa Ն 10 (36)].
Results
We first present results that provide strong evidence that guanosine (G) binding is rate-limiting for (k cat ͞K m ) G above pH 7 and then describe experiments suggesting that binding requires rearrangement of the binding site. The binding step is explored herein by using G and the tighter binding G analogs UCG and GGUCG. ‡ The UC moiety of these oligonucleotides strengthens binding compared with G via formation of a helix with the ribozyme, referred to as P9.0 (42, 44, 45) , and the 5Ј-GG residues provide additional binding energy, likely due to stacking onto the P9.0 helix (42) . To explore the nature of this step, we wanted to use the stronger binding of G analogs at 30°C. It was therefore necessary to confirm the presence of this rate-limiting step at 30°C. Fig. 1A shows that the pH dependence at 30°C levels off with an apparent pKa of 6.7 and a maximum value for (k cat ͞K m )
, similar to the maximal value of Ϸ10
observed at 50°C (43) . The reaction requires loss of a proton so the chemical step has a log-linear pH dependence with a slope of one until the pH exceeds the pKa of the 3Ј-OH (36, 41, 43) . Because this pKa is Ͼ10 at 30°C (36), the apparent pKa of 6.7 observed here for (k cat ͞K m ) G must be due to a change in the rate-limiting step, as is the case at 50°C (43) .
The G analogs UCG and GGUCG follow a pH dependence for k cat ͞K m analogous to G, with similar maximal values (5⅐10 . These results strongly suggest that reactions of G analogs are limited by the same step as reaction of G so that they can be used to help unravel the nature of the rate-limiting step above pH 7. ‡ The guanosine residue that binds in the G site is underlined throughout for clarity. The rate of the limiting step for k cat͞Km is the same with G, UCG, and GGUCG. pH dependences of the rate constants (kcat͞Km) G (E), (kcat͞Km) UCG (q), and (k cat͞Km) GGUCG (s), which describe the reactions E⅐CCCUCUA5 ϩ X 3 products. The data for (k cat͞Km) G are replotted from A for comparison. Data were fit with Eq. 1 and give maximal values for k cat͞Km of 4⅐10 5 M Ϫ1 ⅐min Ϫ1 , 3⅐10 5 M Ϫ1 ⅐min Ϫ1 , and 8⅐10 5 M Ϫ1 ⅐min Ϫ1 and apparent pKa values of 6.7, 6.5, and 6.1 for G, UCG, and GGUCG, respectively.
The Rate-Limiting
Step at High pH Precedes the Chemical Step. To determine the nature of the rate-limiting step above pH Ϸ7, we used pulse-chase experiments. These experiments delineate whether the rate-limiting step occurs before or after § the chemical step. If the rate-limiting step were before the chemical step (Scheme 1A), the reaction would occur faster than dissociation of G. Conversely, if the rate-limiting step were after the chemical step, irreversible formation of products would be slower than dissociation of G from E⅐S⅐G (Scheme 1B).
Because the chemical step is rate-limiting at low pH, dissociation of G is expected to be faster than reaction, leading to negligible formation of the product of reaction with G, GA 5 *A ( Fig. 2A) . The fraction of GA 5 *A is indeed Ϸ0 at low pH (Fig. 2B) . Increasing the pH and thereby accelerating the chemical step increases the fraction of GA 5 *A, indicating that more reaction with G has occurred. Thus, the rate-limiting step is before the chemical step (Scheme 1 A). ¶ Analogous pulse-chase experiments show that the ratelimiting barrier for reaction of UCG is also before the chemical step (not shown).
If the rate-limiting step for reaction of G and UCG is before the chemical step, the principle of microscopic reversibility mandates that it be after the chemical step in the reverse reaction. To test this prediction, we followed the reverse reaction from E⅐P⅐UCGA to substrates. UCGA was used instead of GA to allow quantitative formation of the E⅐P⅐UCGA complex (36) . As expected, the reverse reaction occurs with a burst in which the internal equilibrium between E⅐P⅐UCGA, and E⅐S⅐UCG is established. The reaction is then completed by a slow step after the chemical step (Fig. 6 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org).
Guanosine Binding Is Rate-Limiting at High pH. A rate-limiting step before the chemical step could be associated with G binding or a conformational change of the E⅐S⅐G complex. To test whether G binding was rate-limiting for (k cat ͞K m ) G , we wanted to measure the rate constant for G binding and compare it to the maximal value for (k cat ͞K m ) G . At 30°C, the affinities of G, UCG and GGUCG are too weak to readily work with ribozyme concentrations in excess of the K d given the volumes required for rapid quench experiments. Lower temperature increases the affinity of G analogs, and at 4°C binding of the strongest-binding G analog, GGUCG, was sufficient to measure its association rate constant.
We first tested whether the kinetic pathway was maintained at the lower temperature by repeating the pH analysis for G and G analogs at 4°C. The pH dependence for k cat ͞K m for G, UCG, and GGUCG leveled off with apparent pKa values of 7.7-7.9 and maximal rates of 0.15, 0.35, and 2.4⅐10 6 M Ϫ1 ⅐min
Ϫ1
, respectively (Fig. 7 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), suggesting that GGUCG could be used to learn about this ratelimiting step. Pulse-chase binding experiments were carried out to determine the rate constant for GGUCG binding (Fig. 3A) . GTP with pH. This is analogous to the distinction between Michaelis-Menten and Briggs-Haldane steady-state kinetics, which give K m ϭ K d and K m Ͼ K d , respectively (47), although simulations were required here to describe the non-first-order presteady-state data. The experimental data agree quantitatively with the predicted increase in K 1͞2 GTP (Fig. 3B) , providing further evidence for rate-limiting G binding above pH 7.
Given that G binding is slow relative to diffusion (see below), an unfavorable preequilibrium of the ribozyme or rate-limiting rearrangements of an intermediate with G loosely bound is implied. Kinetic data can generally not distinguish between these possibil- § A rate-limiting step can occur after the chemical step even in single-turnover reactions if the chemical conversion is thermodynamically unfavorable. ¶ Although most of the reaction occurs with G, this fraction plateaus a maximal value of 0.68 instead of 1.0 in Fig. 2B . This is presumably due to a combination of factors, including a fraction of ribozyme that did not have G bound prior to the chase (18%), a fraction of ribozyme in which the S was not docked at the active site [Ϸ2%, (50) ], some damaged ribozyme (Ϸ5%, estimated from reaction endpoints), and possibly a fraction of G that is misbound. 
Pulse-Chase Experiments in Materials and Methods). (B) K 1͞2
GTP is pH dependent.
Experimental data (q) were fit to Eq. ities unless the intermediate accumulates. Nevertheless, the pH dependence for K 1͞2 GTP provides a constraint on possible models: any G bound intermediate must bind G at least 10 2 -fold weaker than the observed dissociation constant (Fig. 3B) . To test whether the substrate tail hindered G binding, we shortened this tail to a single methyl group and measured the association rate for G. Association of G is independent of the substrate tail length (Table 1) , providing strong evidence against steric hindrance from the substrate.
Most generally, steric restriction models predict that larger G analogs bind more slowly. To test this prediction, we determined the association rate constants for analogs of different size: G, UCG, CUG (which cannot form the P9.0 duplex), and GGUCG. The association rate constants for these G analogs, determined from the pH plateaus for k cat ͞K m , are all within 3-fold of the value for G ( Fig.  1B; and R. Russell and D.H., unpublished results). Furthermore, UCGA, which has an additional residue 3Ј to G, binds with a similar rate constant (within 3-fold; ref. 36) . These data suggest that a steric block does not account for slow G binding.
It remains possible that binding of G and G analogs requires transient opening of the active site and that, once open, all G analogs bind with the same rate constant. To test this model, we determined whether the known opening transition, undocking of the P1 duplex, was required for G binding. At pH 8.6, reaction of E⅐S ϩ G occurs with a rate constant of 8 s
Ϫ1
(determined in rapid quench experiments; data not shown), whereas P1 undocking occurs at 0.2 s
[determined in single-molecule fluorescence experiments (50)]. Thus, binding and reaction of G are at least 40-fold faster than undocking of P1, indicating that transient undocking is not required. This conclusion is consistent with the previous observation that G can bind without undocking of CUCUA (51).
As described above, slow G binding could be caused by a steric block or lack of preorganization; either would render most encounters unproductive. Given the evidence against a steric block, we adopt the model in which preorganization of the G binding site is limited.
Kinetics of Rearrangements to Accommodate G. Above, we have described that G binding is slow, because most encounters with the unaligned G site are unproductive. This model implies that a conformational change is required for accommodation of G in its binding site. To learn more about this step, we used a ''chemical clock'' to ask how fast G was accommodated in its correct site. For this experiment, we added binding interactions in the form of base pairs 5Ј and 3Ј of G to lengthen encounters with the ribozyme. This increased lifetime is predicted to increase the fraction of productive binding events, giving an increase in the observed rate constant for G binding. We will first present experiments measuring binding rates of G analogs and then describe how these binding rates were used to estimate rate constants for accommodation of G into its binding site.
At 4°C, GGUCG binding is 45-fold stronger than binding of G (0.9 and 42 M, respectively; data not shown), a result of P9.0 formation. Binding of GGUCG is also 12-fold faster than binding of G (2.4 and 0.2 M Ϫ1 ⅐min
, Fig. 7 ). This suggests that the P9.0 helix is formed in the transition state for binding of GGUCG,** thereby increasing the time for G accommodation and accelerating its observed binding.
The AAACC portion of (UC)GAAACC forms five base pairs with a 5Ј-elongated ribozyme, L-16 ScaI, to resemble the duplex between intron and 3Ј-exon, called P10, which is formed in the second step of self-splicing. The association rate constants for UCGAAACC and GAAACC are Ϸ100 times faster than for UCGA [2 and 3⅐10 8 M Ϫ1 ⅐min Ϫ1 vs. 2⅐10 6 M Ϫ1 ⅐min Ϫ1 , respectively; Fig. 4 ; see Supporting Materials and Methods, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, and ref. 36, respectively] .
To test whether faster binding of (UC)GAAACC was due to an increased lifetime of encounter complexes, as described above, or instead attributable to a conformational change induced by the formation of P10, we formed P10 in trans and determined the association rate constant for UCG from the plateau for (k cat ͞K m ) UCG . Formation of P10 in trans did not affect the association rate constant for UCG (4 and 6⅐10
M
Ϫ1 ⅐min
Ϫ1
, with and without P10 formed; Fig. 8 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). This result suggests that formation of P10 increases the lifetime of the covalently tethered G in the vicinity of its binding site, thereby accelerating binding relative to free G.
Because P9.0 and P10 increase the rate of G binding, their ʈ Whereas the exact location of the G is not well defined in current models, its position relative to S is constrained by the proximity of the 3Ј-OH and the phosphoryl bond (for nucleophilic attack) and through the interaction of the 2Ј-OH and one of the phosphoryl oxygens with the same metal ion (35) . Although G could be mispositioned in the ground state, the metal ion interaction is correctly made (69) . Additionally, steric hindrance observed between the adenosine 2 residues 3Ј from the cleavage site (ϩ2A) and P9.0, 5Ј to G, places the substrate ''tail'' and the 5Ј-end of G next to each other (42).
**These results are consistent with a weakened P9.0 helix in the transition state, e.g., due to fraying base pairs or missing stacking interactions. Alternatively, P9.0 could be fully formed (giving a 45-fold effect) with G accommodation slowed 4-fold relative to the case without P9.0 formed to give the observed 12-fold effect. at 4°C. k off UCGAAACC ϭ 0.3 min Ϫ1 (s) was determined independently in partitioning experiments as described in the supporting information for GAAACC. The association rate constants with different E⅐S complexes were determined from the plateau for (k cat͞Km) G at high pH values. CCCUCUpMe was prepared as described (33) .
formation to give an intermediate with P9.0 and͞or P10 formed must precede stable G binding, representing a distinct step before accommodation of G (Fig. 5A) . The rate constants for (UC)GAAACC binding are similar to rate constants for duplex formation [10 8 to 10
, suggesting that formation of the P10 duplex is rate-limiting. In contrast, the rate constant for binding of GGUCG is Ϸ100-fold slower than duplex formation, suggesting that only 1 in 100 binding events is productive. Most simply, this suggests that G accommodation (k accom , Fig.  5B ) is Ϸ100-fold slower than dissociation of P9.0 (k ϪP9.0 ; k ϪP9.0 ϭ 100⅐k accom ). An estimate for k ϪP9.0 can be obtained by calculating the stability of P9.0 (K P9.0 ) from nearest-neighbor rules [1.9-2.4 kcal͞mol (53) for k accom . This estimate is consistent with the independently obtained lower limit of 8 s Ϫ1 , the rate for reaction E⅐S ϩ G at high pH values described above, and the lower limit of 5 s Binding of G to the group I ribozyme is 10 5 -fold slower than diffusion, apparently requiring a conformational change in the ribozyme. Results with G analogs varying in size suggest that an absence of a correctly preorganized G binding site rather than steric hindrance accounts for the slow binding. Recent data on docking of the P1 duplex, in which the 5Ј-splice site analog is bound, similarly suggest that the binding site for P1 is not preformed (54) . Further experiments probing ground-state interactions with substrates and products implicate alternative binding modes for S and UCGA (refs. 55 and 56; unpublished work). These results suggest that the active site of this RNA enzyme is not fully performed, a result that could hold generally for functional RNAs. Based on the considerations outlined below, we suggest that the ribozyme adopts an alternative local structure that must be disrupted to alllow G binding.
The differences in preorganization of protein and RNA active sites lead to the question: Why does RNA not preform ligand binding sites? As has been suggested previously (57, 58) , interactions within RNA molecules are not highly specific; base pairs can form between any two bases and stacking interactions, a major driving force for nucleic acid folding, are even less specific. These properties may limit the ability of RNA to discriminate between different structures.
The global structure of the ribozyme assessed by footprinting and small angle x-ray scattering is unchanged with bound substrates (24, 25, 27, 28) , whereas local rearrangements appear to be necessary for binding of substrates (data herein and ref. 54 ). This raises the possibility that the linkage between local and global structure in RNA molecules may be weaker than in proteins. The distinction between RNA and proteins, if general, may be due to differences in their structural organization. Most residues in a protein make tertiary interactions (59, 60) , thereby forming an extensive grid of tertiary interactions. In contrast, most residues in RNA form only base pairs, with tertiary connections established by a minority of residues. This results in a structure with less interconnectivity that nevertheless retains global cooperativity in folding. These features and a less closely packed interior in a folded RNA (57) may allow more local alternatives in positioning of residues.
Slow Binding Can Increase Specificity. The results herein pose a paradox for splicing specificity. Accurate selection of the correct splice site would most simply involve stronger binding of the correct sequence at the active site. If, however, reaction of both the correct and incorrect sequences occurs faster than their dissociation, equilibration does not occur, and thermodynamic discrimination cannot be used for specificity (61) . The results herein show that G binding fits this description, yet a guanosine (G414) defines the 3Ј-splice site. The problem then becomes how G414 is correctly selected amidst many incorrect guanosines.
The data herein show that P9.0 and P10 helices, formed 5Ј and 3Ј to G414, accelerate binding of G up to 10 2 -fold. Thus, the correct splice site can bind faster than incorrect splice sites and will therefore react faster than incorrect ones. Evidence for the importance of kinetic selection in Tetrahymena self-splicing comes from observations that changing G414 alone has no influence on splice site selection, which provides evidence against thermodynamic discrimination at the G site (62) . In contrast, mismatches in P10 increase selection of alternative splice sites (62) .
Kinetic discrimination is possible only with a binding rate constant for G well below the physical limit imposed by diffusion. Binding at the rate of diffusion would leave no window for further acceleration. Thus, the results herein demonstrate a previously unrecognized mechanism to achieve specificity in biology: slow binding, via an induced fit, coupled with specific acceleration by cognate-binding interactions. This mechanism may be of broad importance in biology. For example, the RNA of the signal recognition particle (SRP) accelerates formation of a functional SRP͞ SRP receptor complex (63) , and slow basal binding of major histocompatibility complexes by the T cell receptor could allow kinetic discrimination in the immune response (64) .
The data herein and elsewhere (54) suggest that ligand-binding sites in the group I ribozyme are not preorganized, leading to slow binding of substrates. Further, the conformational changes required for establishing binding interactions allow increased specificity of 3Ј-splice site selection. Whereas it is not possible to determine from data on a single RNA whether limited preorganization is a general shortcoming or a chosen trait of RNA, we propose that RNA has learned to make the best of an inherent propensity to form alternative structures, increasing biological specificity as described above for self-splicing. Binding Mechanism for Guanosine and Guanosine Analogs. The conformational rearrangements observed on binding of a protein or another ligand to RNA have spurred discussion as to whether association occurs through ''tertiary structure capture'' or ''induced fit'' (17, (65) (66) (67) . In ''tertiary structure capture,'' binding occurs to a sparingly populated conformer, so that an unfavorable equilibrium precedes binding. Conversely, in the ''induced fit'' model, rearrangements occur within an initial complex. Here, we provide evidence for a hybrid between these models, in which rearrangements occur within a complex, but through capture of local motions. These results illustrate the considerable complexity and multistep nature of binding events.
Most collisions between G and the ribozyme are unproductive. This is because the ribozyme does not have a preformed binding site, and dissociation from an encounter complex is faster than the rearrangements to establish binding interactions. As a result, G binding is slowed relative to diffusion. Binding interactions from P9.0 or P10 accelerate binding of G 10-or 100-fold, respectively. Thus, formation of P9.0 and P10 must precede stable G binding, thereby providing evidence for formation of intermediates with P9.0 or P10 formed, but G not accommodated within its binding site (Fig. 5A ). In principle, initial binding can occur through G, P9.0, or P10, and multiple binding routes are possible. The results herein indicate that the pathway with P10 formed before P9.0 and G is kinetically favored. Indeed, formation of P10 gives a complex that dissociates slower than the conformational rearrangements to accommodate G (Fig. 9 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).
Classically, such a stepwise binding mechanism falls in the induced fit category, because rearrangements occur within a complex. Nevertheless, these rearrangements, rather than actively induced by the ribozyme, could occur passively through the additional binding interactions, which allow more local motions to be sampled and individual interactions to be captured. We term this latter process ''localized tertiary structure capture,'' and the converse scenario, in which rearrangements are facilitated, kinetically or thermodynamically, by elements within the RNA is referred to as ''facilitated tertiary structure capture. '' To distinguish between these binding mechanisms, we tested whether P10 formed in trans still provides faster binding to the G site, as could occur in facilitated tertiary structure capture, or whether tethering of P10 and G is required for the enhancement as predicted from localized tertiary structure capture. The absence of an effect from P10 in trans (Fig. 8) supports (UC)GAAACC binding via localized tertiary capture.
Finally, we emphasize that conformational reorganization occurs via Brownian motion, involving multiple bond rotations, so that all binding processes are complex, multistep processes (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) . For binding of large protein and RNA ligands, the mechanisms and principles described above for binding of G and G analogs may be combined: there may be multiple intermediates that can use localized and facilitated tertiary structure capture in different steps. Furthermore, native and non-native interactions can be used to bias or facilitate subsequent steps. Unraveling these complex processes presents a fascinating future challenge.
